What is Missing From this Picture?

Important Elements Discovered by Chemists with Disabilities

- Sir Humphry Davy
  - Named Lake at Skipton
  - Discovered Potassium and Sodium

- Joseph Priestley
  - Created oxygen

- William H. Wollaston
  - Created mercuric and chlorides

- Robert Wilhelm Bunsen
  - Discovered Rubidium and Cesium

- Dmitri Ivanovich Mendeleev
  - Created periodic table

- Karl Auer von Welsbach
  - Discovered Praseodymium, Neodymium, and Lutetium

- Pierre Curie
  - Discovered radioactivity

- Marie Curie
  - Discovered radium and polonium

- Eugene-Antoine Delaunay
  - Discovered europium

- Albert Einstein
  - Discovered energy and mass relationship
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